
The C.SCOPE 4MXi
delivers sharp and fast
signal response with a
lightning recovery time

The CS4MXi operates on the famed C.Scope 17kHz 
frequency operating system developed by C.Scope together 

with detector enthusiasts specifically for European 
and UK soil and mineralisation types. 

Benefitting from new generation signal processing and filtering 
the 4MXi produces a superb sharp and fast signal response 

with a lightning recovery time. 

The CS4MXi features the option of three interchangeable
heads to enable deeper detection, greater ground coverage 

and optimised performance for a variety of situations. 
Two of these are 2D elliptical and one concentric. The CS4MXi 
is supplied as standard with the 8 x 11” elliptical search head. 

Check out the deals on extra heads – you will be surprised 
how generous we can be.

The CS4MXi has an Auto and Variable Ground 
Exclude Control for more precise ground elimination 

on mineralised sites.

The CS4MXi has Two Discriminate Controls for an instant 
comparison and analysis of signals. 

Discriminate 1 can be set low to eliminate iron 
and Discriminate 2 set high to still accept small hammered silver.
There is also a Pinpoint Function which switches off the motion

effect so that the search head can be brought to rest over the
exact target location. 

“Plenty of people say 
they prefer the C.SCOPE 
‘Motion’ detectors 
to machines 3 times 
the price... 

You will be amazed that such 
depth and sensitivity can come 
with such a reasonable price tag”.

FREE
UK mainland 
delivery for all online 
detector orders



Designed and manufactured in the UK - 

the quality, ruggedness and perfect lightweight balance 

of a C.SCOPE detector is second to none. 

This quality is allied to C.Scope’s legendary 

customer service and an unequalled warranty.

Socket & Plug connector
for NEW interchangeable
search heads.

CS4MXi SPECIFICATION

WEIGHT 1.45 kg including batteries

FREQUENCY 17 kHz

MODE Motion

On/Off Sensitivity
Two channel discrimination adjustable settings
Default Auto Ground Balance setting
Manual adjustable Ground Balance setting
Pinpoint switch.

POWER 8 Alkaline 1.5 volt AA or rechargeable NiMH pack.
Battery life approximately 50 hours.
Waterproof sealed battery compartment with easy fit large
knurled nut locking.

INTERCHANGEAbLE LIGHTWEIGHT SEARCH HEADS          
8” (20cm) concentric - available as OPTION
8 x 11” (20 x 28cm) elliptical 2D - supplied as STANDARD
11 x 14” (28 x 34cm) elliptical 2D  - available as OPTION

CONTROL bOX in rugged pressure tested ABS moulding.
Hipmount facility.

TWO PART STEM with cam knurled nut locking and hole and
pin alignment and length adjustment. GRP lower stem with
ultra strong bolt to the search head.

20cm Polo 20 x 28cm 2D

(as standard)

20 x 34cm 2D

Designed and manufactured in the UK - 

the quality, ruggedness and perfect lightweight balance 

of a C.SCOPE detector is second to none. 

This quality is allied to C.Scope’s legendary 

customer service and an unequalled warranty.
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